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The Idea Exchange
Our new department makes its bow in this 
issue. We want it to be one of interest and 
profit to our members. Questions and ideas 
of general interest will be published. Even 
those questions which the editorial board 
feels are not of sufficiently wide interest for 
publication will not be ignored, but will be 
referred to a capable and experienced indi­
vidual for reply. The value and success of 
this department will depend upon the inter­
est shown by the members of AWSCPA and 
ASWA in it. Some may think their problems 
are not important enough or of sufficient 
interest to other members. Remember that a 
question asked or experience given may sug­
gest to another member a method of im­
provement in her system or an adjustment 
of that experience to her own problems. We 
all learn by experience; and if we share our 
experiences we have a vaster field of knowl­
edge upon which to draw than if we depend 
upon ourselves alone.
The following question has been submitted 
by one of our members. We have two sugges­
tions in reply to it.
Question: It is our company practice to 
number journal vouchers consecutively 
month after month. This goes on until the 
number becomes too large for the numbering 
machine. It has been suggested that we as­
sign a permanent number to each type of 
journal voucher and have a file of manila 
envelopes carrying the same numbers in 
which to keep the supporting working papers. 
That is, the depreciation entry each month 
might be No. 1 and file envelope No. 1 
would carry all the working papers showing 
the computation of the depreciation; No. 2 
might be the salesmen’s commissions, etc. 
It is believed that this would save time in 
looking up the voucher number in the general 
ledger and the working papers substantiating 
the entries would have a definite filing place 
instead of being scattered throughout the 
department. What has your experience been? 
Can you help me sell this idea to my com­
pany?
Answer No. 1: The standard numbered 
journal voucher is growing in popularity. In 
addition to the advantages mentioned in the 
question a few more are:
1. A standard number for recurring jour­
nal vouchers aids in analyzing accounts and 
auditors, both internal and public, do a great 
deal of analyzing. In this respect the system 
aids in the utilizing of space used for the 
analysis, makes facts uncovered clearer and 
reduces materially the time required to de­
termine what is in the account being an­
alyzed.
2. Another time saving and also accuracy 
producing factor of such a system is that 
none of the usual entries will be missed for a 
particular accounting period and the person 
doing the general ledger posting has only to 
make a simple numerical check to see that 
all usual entries are included in those being 
posted.
3. In cases of larger companies where sev­
eral persons originate entries, the work re­
quired to assign and account for journal 
voucher numbers is minimized.
Such a system of numbering journal vouch­
ers has no disadvantages if all unusual jour­
nal vouchers are given numbers assigned and 
accounted for by the person posting the gen­
eral ledger. Under this system the numbers 
would begin again for each accounting pe­
riod and suffix or prefix numbers correspond­
ing to the current month could be used.
Answer No. 2: It has been my experience 
that there is a decided advantage in assign­
ing the same number each month to the same 
type of journal voucher. This is particularly 
true if the employee preparing the voucher 
has only a limited knowledge of theory. By 
standardizing journal vouchers, the employee 
may organize her work to greater advantage. 
She may set up the journals in advance when 
she has greater leisure. Then, when the final 
monthly figures are ready for her she will, 
in many instances, only have to fill in the 
figures on the routine journal vouchers.
This standardization has proved to be in­
valuable in checking when one is out of 
balance, particularly if the regular monthly 
posting to any account is omitted. And for 
the auditor who analyzes the accounts, a 
standardization of journal entries is particu­
larly helpful. Very little research is necessary 
to determine that no entries of a recurring 
nature are omitted.
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